Michigan Tech Music Presents

Bon Voyage

New Zealand

7:30 p.m. on December 8, 2023 at the Rozsa Center for the Performing Arts

Run Time 90 min, with intermission

Jared Anderson, conductor
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Susie Byykkonen, Jon Ensminger, and Amanda Tharp, Piano

Program
Michigan Tech Concert Choir

Devotional Music from the United States

Gloria (from The World Beloved: A Bluegrass Mass) by Carol Barnett
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Ave Maria by R. Nathaniel Dett (Andere Lien, solo)

I’ll Never Turn Back No More by R. Nathaniel Dett (Kate van Susante, solo)

Enfold Us by Mark Kilstofte

Chester by William Billings

Hallelujah, arr. Brad Holmes
Songs for a Community

Wise Words by Blake R. Henson (Susie Byykkonen, flute)

They Are Mother by Jennifer Lucy Cook (Madelyn Carey and Kate van Susante, solos)

O Love by Elaine Hagenberg
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conScience: Michigan Tech
Chamber Choir

Time

O Let the Solid Ground by Michael Hicks

Time by Jenniver Lucy Cook

In the Middle by Dale Trumbore

Intermission
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Songs from Around the World

Alma Llanera (Venezuela) by Pedro Gutiérrez, arr. Angel Sauce

Dalubaling (Rukai folksong) arr. TSAI Yu-Shan (Coralee Dougherty, solo)

Moja Marysio, kochaj mnie (Polish folksong) arr. Juris Vaivods (Jesse Larson, solo)

Kristallen den fina (Swedish folksong) arr. Juris Vaivods
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(Elise Gregersen and Faith Nayback, solo)

Mamayog Akun (Philippines [Maranao]) arr. Fabian Obispo

Michigan Tech Concert Choir

Songs from the Pacific

Minoi, Minoi (Samoa) arr. Christopher Marshall
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Hine e Hine (Aotearoa [New Zealand]) arr. Diane Cooper (Faith Nayback, solo)

Ka Hia Manu (varied Polynesian chants and texts) arr. Stephen Hatfield

**Songs from Film and Theatre**

The Place where Lost Things Go by Marc Shaiman and Scott Wittman, arr. Garrett Breeze (Susie Byykkonen, flute)
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Great Day by Vincent Youmans, arr. Roy Ringwald

The list of performers is available by request.

View the Digital Program for more information about this event, Michigan Tech Music, and our supporters! bit.ly/rozsaprograms
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Michigan Technological University is an Equal Opportunity Educational Institution/Equal Opportunity Employer that provides equal opportunity for all, including protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.

This program/lecture is supported by the Janet Locatelli Fund, the Visual and Performing Arts Department, and its supporters.